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See the latest from Chloe, Puma and more

Follow us on Facebook and join our Telegram channel for the latest updates.

Floral notes
The Atelier des Fleurs collection by Chloé is a singular olfactory approach that breaks
free from the conventional codes of perfumery, each scent is a pared-down expression
of one flower. The collection’s 17 fragrances – from Cedrus to Violette – capture the
essence of their respective flower; each one reveals itself fully, opening through the top
notes, blossoming at the heart, taking root at the base, and leaving a unique trail in its
wake. This year two new scents join the Atelier des Fleurs collection: Violette and
Santalum, both are formulated with 100% natural-origin raw materials, natural
alcohol, and water.

Loud and proud
Wear a Treasured Moments shirt by fashion label Plain Prints Project and you will not
only stand out in a crowd filled with ‘blah’ shirts but you will also be helping autistic
teen artist Alex Lim also known as The Unskilled Boy showcase his work. His eco-
friendly shirts feature bold and vibrant patterns and are for those aged 5 to 95. Lim is
autistic and as a visual art student, he has been developing his love for abstract (geo)
art and pop art over the years, working with acrylic, ink, oil pastels, watercolour,
impasto, and pencils on canvas and paper. Lim uses unconventional applications such
as smearing to add another dimension to his work. His paintings of nature and
everyday things that he finds beautiful and humorous. Shirts are priced from $135 to
$160 and can be purchased online at www.plainprintsproject.com
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Celebrate a legend
Puma celebrates the legacy and history of its Suede shoe, conceived 75 years ago as a
potential basketball footwear, or its evolution as a track shoe and its ties to the music
scene and Hip-Hop community, and the various subcultures that link its base
elements. The 75-year anniversary Suede shoes feature an entire suede upper
alongside some modern touches for an improved overall quality and feel to an all-time
great.

See also: Resort ready

On a softer side
For the Fall/Winter 2023, Tod's combines high-quality of traditional craftsmanship with
clean lines and the softness of precious materials. Walter Chiapponi, Tod's Creative
Director, offers a modern collection consisting of the peacoat with leather-covered
buttons and the parka, with couture details. The on-trend bomber jacket features a
narrow-waisted bomber jacket in Nappa leather or knit with shearling details, and
padded jackets in fabric or leather, with elegant shapes. Knitwear takes on a more
feminine look while the zip-up polo shirt has leather details.

A visit to Cologne
French natural perfumery Atelier Cologne opens its first boutique in Singapore at
Takashimaya. The in-store experience is elevated with wooden installations that are
made with sustainably certified panels. This is in keeping with the brand’s philosophy
of crafting scented emotions from nature, as well as its slow-crafting approach to
perfumery and commitment to sustainability. When you are at the boutique, take note
of the Collection Absolue which encapsulates luminous and sparkling perfumes for
spontaneous and authentic emotions, and the Collection Rare which sublimates a
noble and rare ingredient to reveal powerful emotions.

See also: Get ready for Spring with an array of floral fashion & accessories

Happy trails
The Trailgrip sneaker by Moncler makes taking on the great outdoors a breeze with its
utilitarian luxury style and distinctive rugged design featuring an assembly of world-
leading technical fabrications that gives the shoes ultimate traction, comfort, and
protection for the trail ahead. For Spring-Summer 2023, this signature style is remixed
with new colorways and premium lighter-weight fabrics, designed for blazing trails on
the mountain, or the city.

Racing colours
Whatever fashion he wears, Lewis Hamilton will rock it. The latest sighting shows him
wearing a Zegna at the F1 Bahrain Grand Prix. Hamilton wore a Zegna x The Elder
Statesman FW23 red oasi cashmere overshirt and pants.
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